Volvo XC60 D5 R-DESIGN AWD

General Info
Engine:

£11,750

Vehicle Features
2.4 Diesel Automatic

Price:
Body Type:

5 Dr Estate

Owners:

3

Mileage:

85,000

Reg Date:
Colour:

Not Specified

£11,750

March 2013 (13)
Ice White Gloss

Vehicle Description
Although we are unable to offer personal viewings at this time, we are still catering for our customers. We are able to provide
further photography, full walkaround videos and a free delivery service within a 100-mile radius. Here we have a Mega Spec Volvo XC60
D5 R Design Nav Finished in Ice White Gloss. Combining off-road toughness and practicality with coupe styling and driving
characteristics doesn't sound like an obvious mix, but that's exactly what the Volvo XC60 aims to do. It's certainly very stylish with a
less boxy and bulky look than the larger XC90, but it's designed to also be spacious and family-friendly. On the road it doesn't handle
like an off-roader, with good body control, while the ride quality is excellent, making it a superb long distance machine. This is the
R-Design model for those who want to make their XC60 a little more athletic in appearance and in driving manners. This car also
has a Massive List of Optional Extras, They are: Geartronic Transmission -- Panoramic Power Glass Tilt & Slide Sunroof -- Lane
Depature Warning & Driver Alert -- Front & Rear Park Assist -- Power Driver & Passenger Seat with Driver Memory -- Polestar
Optimised Engine Upgrade -- High Peformance Sound System -- Power Tailgate -- Dark Tinted Windows -- DAB Radio -- Heated Front
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